
floor standing 
loudspeaker SA1280 

  

  
SA1280 combines two features rarely seen on loudspeakers: the 
combination of top class sound quality and beautiful design.  
  
Having a finish that can match even the most nicely made furniture the 
SA1280 deserves to play a central role in the living room – which is 
also how to achieve the best sound quality. The slim design makes it 
easy for the speaker to fit in among your other furniture without 
dominating your living room. SA1280 is made to match all forms of 
music and Home Theatre. In combination with a quality amplifier from 
50 to 200 Watts you will achieve a big and dynamic sound that seems 
much bigger than the speakers. SA1280 has been made for rooms 
from 15 to 45 square metres. The sound is rich on details, rhythm and 
musical integration. The sound stage is presented precisely between 
the speakers and into your living room in a natural way. The only basis 
for many hours of listening pleasure. 
  

speed improves sound quality 

  
Each woofer membrane on the SA1280 weighs only 1 gram – which 
makes the loudspeaker 4 to 6 times faster than a traditional speaker. 
This is why you get a more natural sound with more details - no matter 
if you are listening to music or using the speakers for home theatre. 
The long stroke woofers and the precise tuning of the cabinet gives a 
rich and precise bass performance – much more accurate than a big 
and traditional loudspeaker. 
  

prepared for the future 

  
Reproduction of new formats like Super Audio CD or DVD Audio is 
supported by the SA1280 by improved dynamics and a wide frequency 
range. The loudspeaker is fully magnetical shielded. It can be placed 
close to a TV without disturbances of the picture. Optional biwiring – 
and biamping – are both possible ways of improving your system even 
further 

 

                
 
 

     
  
     

technical 
specifications 
  
Frequency range (+/- 3dB): 35-35.000 Hz 
Impedance: 4-8 Ohms (easy load) 
Power handling: 170 Watts 
Sensitivity (1W, 1m): 89 dB 
Magnetical shielded: yes 
Principle: 2.5 way / bass reflex 
Sand chamber: yes 
Biwiring: yes 
Woofers: 2 x SA W1408AV 
Tweeter: 1 x SA TWG2506AV 
Dimensions (WxHxD) cm: 15x104x26.6 
manufactured in an improved mk2 version from serial number 94011 
 
Finish: 
    real wood:        

  

 
black ash 

 
cherry 

 
maple 

 
  

  

 

                  

 


